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The purpose of this report is to compare the effects of presentation mode based on 

y use in measurement tasks. The same treatment was presented, 
either with  a paper-

and-pencil environment to 36 students (21 aged 4-5 years, and 15 aged 7-8 years. 
Changes in student strategy use were tracked by following a microgenetic method 

over 18 trials. The non-computer and computer groups experienced similar shifts in 

strategy and both were substantially different from the shifts experienced by the 

comparison group. Additionally, the strategies which emerged during this study were 

compared based on the percentage of times they were used to produce correct 
responses. Through this analysis, three highly effective strategies emerged.  
IN T R O DU C T I O N 

An understanding of linear measure is imperative, as it provides the basis for length, 
area, and volume. In each of the instances, students depend on one tool, the ruler, to 
gather the information needed to calculate the measure required. Many design 
decisions have been made so that rulers can be used easily and effectively; however, 

misunderstandings are potentially hidden from teachers (Lehrer & Schauble, 2000).  
Researchers have noted that the difficulties students have with unpacking the 
meaning encapsulated in the design of a ruler may stem from their inability to 
abstract how the tool displays a linear unit. Cannon (1992) reflected on the fact that 

p between the 

sh 
marks on the tool rather than the line segments defined by these marks.  
Research prior to this study identified three different possible interventions to 
promote conceptual knowledge of units of length. The first is to emphasize a 
sweeping motion through an interval to identify the units of length along a 

suggestion is to have students develop an understanding of length measurement 
through the process of building segments by iterating smaller unit segments (Barrett 
& Clements 2003; Kamii, 1995). The final suggestion is implied by Barrett et al. 
(2009) in which they discuss the transition from a tool built from individual 1-inch 
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yellow strips to a standard ruler. In this study the researchers found that students were 
very successful when using a tool built from 12 individual 1-inch yellow strips of 
paper. This tool was used successfully to measure the length of objects, even when 
the object was not aligned to one of the endpoints of the tool. The researchers 
reported their own surprise when a student was unable to transfer this skill from the 
yellow strips tool to another tool resembling a standard ruler with no numerals. The 
present study picked up where this intervention technique left off and set out to 
explore more direct ways to display how a ruler encapsulates the laying of units end 
to end in a succession to quantify the length of an object. 
Lessons on measurement require attention to representational media, with 
technology, and computer technology, in particular, becoming important parts of the 
modern classroom. Computer technology provides teachers with ways of illustrating 

 695). Some of the most widely 
used technologies are dynamic geometry environments (DGEs) (Becker, 2000). 
Although many mathematics teachers as well as many mathematics education 
researchers focus their attention on the use of DGEs (McClintock, Zhonghong, & 
Raquel, 2002), there are aspects of this realm that need further investigation. One 
such example, according to Battista (2007), 

earning in DGEs differs from learning in paper-and-pencil environments. Thus 
we need more comparison studies, both quantitative, to investigate generality, and 

 
It seems that investig
concepts, specifically the coordination of the markings on a ruler and the iteration of 
a unit of length would be time well spent. Several instructional approaches might be 
expected to support this type of conceptual integration between iterative units along 
an object and the markings one finds on rulers. 
The purpose of this study was 
to coordinate the markings on a ruler to the iteration of a unit of length. This study 
also compared the effectiveness of presenting the tasks using one of two visual 
representations, either with 
within a paper-and-pencil environment. 
R ESE A R C H Q U EST I O NS 

strategy use was monitored over 18 trials to examine shifts in strategy use 
by two treatment groups and a comparison group. In particular, this study addressed 

treatment presentation, either a computer environment or a paper-and-pencil 
environment? (2) Which strategies, if any, are more likely to lead students to develop 
an understanding of how a ruler portrays units of length?   
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T H E O R E T I C A L F R A M E W O R K 

We hope to understand how students change from less effective to more effective 
reasoning and strategies for measuring. If and when positive changes are brought 

isolate what chain of events brought about these changes. The accumulation of these 

method to study change in a systematic manner has resulted in what is most 
commonly known as the microgenetic method. According to Siegler and Svetina 
(2006) the microgenetic method has three main properties:  

(1) observations span the whole period of rapidly changing competence; (2) the density 
of observation within this period is high, relative to the rate of change; and (3) 
observations of changing performance are analyzed intensively to indicate the processes 
that give rise to them (p. 1000). 

To cope with the need for dense sampling over what may be a relatively long time 
period researchers using the microgenetic method have developed two distinct 
strategies. The first is to identify a task from the everyday environment that is likely 

ences than 

 by 
providing students tasks which they are unlikely to encounter outside of such a 
research project. 
M E T H O D O L O G Y 

This study was a comparative analysis of two different treatment presentation modes 
enumeration on a ruler and iterating a unit 

of length. The first mode of presentation employed the visual display capabilities of 
GSP while the second mimicked the visual display with concrete manipulatives. 
Because an instructional goal of the study is to develop a visual display that can be 
delivered to an entire class of young students from an overhead display, the GSP 
treatment was developed and administered in a manner that would not require the 
students to interact with the GSP presentation. A comparison group was also included 
in the study so that each of the presentation modes could be compared to a group of 
students receiving no visual support.  
Student Selection 

The participants for this study were selected from a suburban school in the 
Midwestern portion of the United States of America. We only selected students who 
were identified by poor performance on measurement tasks in which the object to be 
measured was not aligned with the endpoint of the ruler. Students from two 
Kindergarten and two second-grade classrooms were assigned to one of three groups 
following a stratified random sample to mix grade level and classroom.  
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Data Collection 

For each of 18 trials (3 trials on each of six sessions spanning six weeks) the 
their performance on the measure 

question for each trial. In total, eight different strategies for identifying units of 
length were observed and used to classify student responses. The strategy code, ep, 
indicated that a student referred to either the right or left endpoint as the length of the 
object. For example, if the object was stretched from the four to the seven the student 

(ptmid) indicated a student pointed to the middle of an interval defined by the two 
consecutive tick marks. The third strategy (ct) meant a student counted the tick 
marks. The fourth strategy (trans) described students who translated the object in an 
attempt to mentally compensate for the fact that the object was not aligned properly. 
The fifth strategy (swp) indicated students who swept their finger from one tick mark 
to the next and counted these sweeping motions. The sixth strategy (spanf) was used 
to describe what happened when students spanned their finger from one tick mark to 
the next and counted each of these spanning actions as a unit. The seventh strategy 
(arith) was used when the student used arithmetic in an attempt to calculate the length 
of the object being measured. We also noted if a studen
observed or when the student was unwilling to describe his or her thinking. 
Data Analysis 

For each trial question (with three 
recorded as correct or incorrect as well as their strategy for identifying the units of 

 The eight 
strategies listed above emerged from these observations and from our survey of the 
literature. In the event that a student used more than one strategy for a trial each of 
the relevant strategies was recorded. The strategy use and correctness data were 
compiled for each of the three groups across the six sessions. A graphic 
representation of the total number of instances of each strategy use was generated 
using Excel. These graphical representations provided a basis for a visual comparison 
between the three groups of the overall shifts in strategy use throughout the study. 
This provided evidence of the similarities and differences in the effects of the two 
treatments as well as evidence of the similarities and differences between the two 
treatment groups and the comparison group.  
Once the correctness of responses and the strategies used for each response were 
collected we examined the general effectiveness of each of the strategies. The total 
number of times each strategy was used allowed us to compare the strategy 
popularity within each of the three groups. Similarly, the effectiveness of each of the 
strategies could be examined overall and compared from one group to the next. This 
allowed conclusions to be drawn about the treatment impact on strategy selection as 
well as conclusions about possible effective strategies for identifying units of length. 
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R ESU L TS A ND DISC USSI O N 

Results for the three experimental groups are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3, which 
display the patterns of strategy use throughout the study. 
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F igure 2. GSP strategy use by session. F igure 1. Non-GSP strategy use by session. 

F igure 3. Comparison strategy use by session. 
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We compiled the total number of times each strategy was used during each weekly 
session. On this basis, we compared the effects of the different treatments used 
throughout this study. Then we explored the percentage of correct responses 
produced by each strategy.  
Shifts in Strategy Use 

Analysing strategy use by session for each of the three groups revealed strong 
similarities between the GSP and Non-GSP group and sharp contrast from these two 
groups to the comparison group. In all three groups, the endpoint strategy (ep), the 
count tick marks strategy (ct), and the point to midpoint strategy (ptmid) were used 
most frequently during the first session. In the GSP and Non-GSP groups, all 
strategies other than the point to midpoint (ptmid) strategy were suppressed by the 
treatments, with the point to midpoint strategy (ptmid) being used more than twice as 
often as any other strategy after the first session. In contrast, the comparison group 
continued to use the endpoint strategy (ep), the count tick marks strategy (ct), and the 
point to midpoint strategy (ptmid) consistently throughout all six sessions.  
Strategy Totals and E ffectiveness 

Next, we discuss the frequency of strategies in relation to the success of the 
strategies. Results indicate that three strategies, point to midpoint strategy (ptmid), 
sweeping the interval strategy (swp) and spanning with fingers strategy (spanf) were  
highly effective, but the endpoint strategy (ep) was highly ineffective (see Table 1).  
Table 1  
Strategy Use and Success 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ptmid ct ep tran swp arith spanf 

# of times 
Used        
GSP 106 33 25 0 13 16 22 
Non-GSP 80 28 25 24 25 10 2 
Comparison 55 61 72 18 3 1 2 
Total  241 122 122 42 41 27 26 
        
% Correct        
GSP 99.06% 9.09% 0% NA 100% 75% 95.45% 
Non-GSP 98.75% 64.29% 0% 45.83% 100% 100% 100% 
Comparison 98.18% 27.87% 0% 16.67% 100% 0% 100% 
Total 98.76% 31.15% 0% 33.33% 100% 81.48% 96.15% 
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The effective strategies are consistent with research in three different realms. First, 
although students in this study did not actively build segments by iterating smaller 
unit segments (Barrett & Clements, 2003; Kamii, 1995), they benefited from 
observing this process both in the physical and virtual environments. Second, the 
suggestion of using a sweeping motion through an interval to identify the units of 
length along a measurement tool (Bragg & Outhred, 2004) was verified. In fact even 
without providing support or motivation for students to use this strategy, it emerged 
on its own and was used with 100% (41 out of 41 times) accuracy. 
The transition from the yellow strip tool to the standard ruler, as suggested in a 
previous study (Barrett et al., 2009),  was the most influential in developing the 
treatment used for this study. This study found that linking the intervals on a ruler to 
iterable discrete objects, or to virtual representations of those objects, were both 
successful ways to motivate students to use the effective point to midpoint strategy. 
Based on the fact that it was used correctly over 98% of the time throughout the 
study, the use of this strategy appears to indicate the student has coordinated the 
markings on the ruler and the units of length.  
Implications for T eaching 

What seems to be common among the three effective strategies is that they encourage 
modelling of the individual unit segments along the object. We feel that the use of 
any of these strategies is an indicator that the student has developed a meaningful 
understanding of how the units of length are portrayed on the ruler. For this reason 
we suggest that these interval identifying strategies be used when teaching students to 
measure the length of an object with a ruler. 
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